
 

Learners studying in the second cohort of courses spent time in small groups 
completing collaborative tasks as well as attending live sessions as a whole group. 

These ‘tutorial group’ sessions involved learners working together to apply their 
learning from the live class to exam style questions.  These tasks were adaptations 
of the exam questions which learners would then complete independently for 
homework each week.  

Initially the Class Notebook on Teams was used with learners being encouraged to 
discuss answers and record them in the class notebook.  

Learners struggled to access the Class Notebook especially if not using a laptop or 
PC.  Although some groups took on board the tutor’s requests to work 
collaboratively many did not do so with tutors joining breakout groups to discover 
learners’ cameras and mics off with no discussion taking place at all. 

 

Later on Jamboard was introduced to learners.  Tutor observations indicated that 
the use of Jamboard inspired much more discussion amongst learners, with 
breakout groups being filled with discussion rather than silence.  

One learner, Danii, felt that Jamboard led to more opportunities for the learners to 
discuss the work as they could see what each other were doing Jamboard definitely 
helps…recreates in a way that classroom environment because, in terms of group 
work we can see what each is doing”.   

In a similar way tutors were also able to view what groups were working on via 
Jamboard without having to enter the breakout room (in a similar way to which 
previously tutors would have walked around the classroom to see how groups were 
getting on). 



Screenshot of group Jamboard task showing the multiple learners are engaging with 
the activity. 

Learners appear to prefer the Jamboard to Class Notebook tasks and credit it with 
enabling them to work better as a team: 

“I thought it was so much better, made us all work together & share ideas 
on how we'd work it out or if someone didn't understand we'd go back 
through it. Last week the group I was in, people didn't want to talk or 
anything- they didn't even turn there [sic] microphones on. Really enjoyed 
this group tutorial ….” 

Feedback via impromptu Forms survey after 1st class using Jamboard. 

Feedback from learners about using Jamboard compared to Class Notebook:

I preferred to use Jamboard. 

good 

Really enjoyed using it, instead of class notes. 

I found using Jamboard really enjoyable. 

Prefer that is is easier to use and helpful when working in a team  

It was really good 

I thought it was so much better, made us all work together & share ideas on how 
we'd work it out or if someone didn't understand we'd go back through it. Last 
week the group I was in, people didn't want to talk or anything- they didn't even 



turn there microphones on. 
Really enjoyed this group tutorial with S & P.   

I couldnt use it through my phone I could see the screen but not write anything etc 
I was able to discuss and the other people wrote my answers I still enjoyed using 
it. 

Despite success with some groups, others were still working independently moving 
through the slides at their own pace with no discussion with other. 

In subsequent classes groups have been asked to nominate one learner who will join 
the Jamboard and share their screen with the breakout group.  This has ensured 
learners stay on the same question and has led to increased levels of discussion as 
witnessed by tutors visiting breakout groups.  


